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April 24, 1956

SGA 'Reco:m:mends'
Athletic Fee ,Hike
By Wayne Goudreault
This past Tuesday evening the
Student Gvernment Senate voted
14-3~3 to recommend a hike in the
Athletic fee at Bridgewater. The
vote came after nearly four hours
of debate and questioni
James Daley President, of the
Men's' Athletic Association, and
Joan Lynch of the Women's
Recreation As'sociation came
before the assembly with a
proposal to increase the athletdc
fee from $13.00 per semester to
$20.00 per semester or an increase of $6.50 a semester. The
presentation was well organized
and contained figures for 1974-75
allocations along with' requests
for 75-76 and the Athletic Fee
Comm ittee's Sub committee
reports
on
recommended
allocations for 75 -76. The overall
iricrease for Varsity Sports
totaled just over $10,000.00. Then
was a request to bring; certain
coaches salaries into line and hire
A tired drum~ner takes a thoughtful pause during the
President" s speech.

The

Bicentennial

by Sue Lawson

Early on the morning of April
19th, 1775, a group of farmers,
minutemen
as
they
are
remembered, stood their ground,
at the foot of a wooden bridge,
against the oncoming British
army. 200 years later, in that
same town o[Cflncord, a throng of
50.UOO returned to eelebrate that
event.
The town of Concord had to
prepan~ Hadf for two kinds of
nowcis
this
year.
Their
traditional l'emf'mbranc(~ of the
"Shot ht~al'd around the world",
"vas complete with a parade,

modern day minutemen, a re~
enactment of William Prescott's
famous ride, and a special guest ~
the President; it took place
during the mornillg hours. The
"other" event was an all night
town meeting sponsered by the
People's Bicentennial Commission (PBC), whose objective
was to "send a message to Wall
Street", which t00k place from
12 :()O midnight to 8':OOA".M.
Almost ironically the two
groups took the same positions
(continued on p. 3 )

I>BC: A Message
to Wall Street?
by Kevin ! I anron

patriotic music, and a host of
surprises.
All those present
would be asked to sign a
Deelal'ation of Economic Independence as part of the
"economic protest."
But what really happened
during
that rainy, damp night
"message to Wall Street".
The Ft~oplcs Bicentennial when this writer and several
Cmnmi.ssiull (P13C) had pnHl1ised other Bridgewater State students
musical and theatrical en- attended the "open . town
tertainment, liherty pole l"aisings, meeting"?
(continued on p. 3)
old fashioned oratory ami

CONC()HD:~---From
four
C)'dock Friday afternoon to the
muming of Saturday, April 19,
lim,. the small t.own of Concord,
MnssadlUsctts was indundated by
about :W,OO() young people who
had supposedly come to send a

money is funneled directly into
part time coaches salaries but it
was stated that this did not cover
the cost of all part time coacbes.
A fund of $4,000.00 was presented
as a figure to organize Co:educational re<;reational events
and to find athleticly oriented
clubs such as the Ski Club and the
Outing Club. which is really seven
clubs in one covering outdoor
activities in sailing, hikin g"
backpacking, can~ing, mountain
climbing; and others.
The final section of the
proposal contained a $14,000.00
figure for the purchase of two 15
passenger vehicles to be used to
defray transportation costs' incurred by teams travel.. It was
estimated thatthe vehicles would
save approximately $7,000.00 the
first year and eventually cut the
$23,00.00 travel costfigure in half.
It was stated that the major cost

for transportation coes when the

coaches for the sports of

bus driver gets paid $10 an hour
wrestling, soccor, gymnastic!s, for sitting around during the
golf and tenniS'-the latter two· event.
presenii y ' having non paid
The senate.did not sit idle and
coaches. Total request for pay posed many pertenant and
raises and new coaches cam to serious question~ on the proposaI
9.000.00. Presently 8,300 comes .which Jiman~l Joan along with .
from Bookstore profits to. sup~ . Mark Kerble and Mark Calderone
plement the Athletic budget. This did the r best to answer. Senator

Austin could not see athletics
moving ahead at BSC while
academics, the backbone of the
school was being cut back 10% by
G.overnor Dukalds (See letters
from senators on pg. 4).
Other senators favored the
increase and felt it was deserved.
One senator.'ielt it would expand
the athletics to reach more people
that had not reached before while
others felt that an education is not
well rounded if there is no athletic
participation. When it came to
the final vote 14 senators supported the i'nel'ease while 3 opposed it and three abstained with
explainations.
Following the vote a motion
was passed to hold a student
referend,um on Wednesday, April
30th to find ot the students view.
An open hearing with Raymond
Rapos'a modera_ting and Jim
Daley and others answering

student questions will be -held .
Tuesday April 29th ~ginning at
11:00 a.m. in thes. U.Foyer .. If
youtre interested, be there; After
all it's your money and its also
your school.

see pages ·4&5

Pitch-in a' success!
While most BSCstudents were
vacationing, a gronp of . v.ohm:
teers, cons)sting of
students, faculty ~nd townspeople
got tog~thtft" t~1 spruce-up the
campus in preparation for
National College Pitch-In Week,
April7~11, (You may have noticed
the flood of bumper stickers,
trash bags and pins.) which is a
campus beautification program
sponsered by Budweiser and ABC
radio.
The immediate effects of the
pt'ogram can be seen at Great Hill
where the wans and windows of
the cafeteria have been transformed by the stroke of a paint
br'lsh and needle and thread.
Rugs, which had been rolled up
and stacked in corners for two
years in the main lounge of the
women's side were unrolled and
shampOGoo and bright new
curtains. made by Hia residents,
ha ve been hung.
In Woodward Hall, activities
went underground. A study room
has been crea ted, complete with
mUl'als on the walls, rugs, lamps
:md furniture, out of a once dark
~ormer in the celler.

. study room at Wood Hall
There was also a campus-wide organisations attended. Out of
this the actual planning and aclitter pick~up.
"Everyone has been most co- tion was done. MAA, Biology
operative" t exclaimed Dean Club, Commuter Association and
Breslin.
Dorm residents supplied most of
Plans for the near future in- the manpower, while many other
elude shrubbery to be planted in groups generously donated
the flower box in front of the Hill funds.
"We really want to thank all
and in front of the scienc~
building.
who participated, especially those
Ju~t b~caJlse tjljls week is over who came in over vacation. Said
doesn't mean the work stops.
Dean Breslin, "After all,
Before vacation, a meeting Bridgewater is a beautiful
was held to which representatives campus, we should be proud of
from most . of the clubs and it! "
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1, 2, 13, hike!
It seems when ever the word money is mentioned everyone listens. So
.it was Tuesday night, as members of the MAA & WRA presented thier
proposal for a $13.00 hike in the Athletic fee.
Lead by MAA President Jim Daly, the prposal was meticulously raked
over by the senate, while a gallery full of "jocks" looked on.
. Many members of the Senate were undecided as to whether or not an
increase was at all necessary. And certainly whether a $13.00 one was
valid. How can they ask for an increase when theGovernor just cut the
whole Mass State College System 10 % across the board they asked?
We e is the money going? Why should I pay $13.00 more fOr something I
don't use?
Based on the philosophy that "a sound body means a sound mind, an
increase in the athletic fee, especially if it's going to expand; not only the
varsity sports program, but also the co-ed intramural and recreational
programs such as ski club; and outing club, is not only necessary but a
sound and positive move.
But it seems no-one can decide how much of an increase is needed.
MAA & WRA after presenting their budget figure by figure say it's got to
be $13:00 or nothing. Some members of the Senate, those that didn't vote
a stragight yes or no feel an increase is needed, but not that high. It kind
of reminds me of a poem I read somewhere about a woman who said that
if a wasp flew into her house, it must be killed.
Yet, one day when one did happen to buzz in, and her husband crushed
it.. She was upset.
So, after nearly four hours of debate and questioning the Senate voted
14-3-3 to reccomend a hike in the Athletic fee here at Bridgewa ter.
A referendum to be held Tuesday April 29th will supposedly tell what'
the students feel. But something tells me that no matter what the outcome, the next time that wasp comes buzzing by, again someone's going
to get stung!

To the Editor:
I respect the right of the editor
to correct and prepare a given
article but I question his authority
to delete essential material. The
April 17th issue of "The Comment" ran an article I had written
..
concerning the College Bookstore,
from which was edited some basic
misinLorm·ation. The article
proposes to
pinpoint inconsistencies on both sides of the
issue.
That the Bookstore
provides for the BSe student no
specific advantages is contained
in the article. What was not
printed are the following two
instances of misinformation, the
kind of generalizations about the
Bookstore that have little or no
truth behind them, yet are
presented to the college community as facts:
._
The February 20th issue of
"The Hrd Times Press" ran an
article, stating that "Paul<;l
Holden, of the Bookstore Advisory
Committee reported that the
manager of the bookstore would
not allow student examination of
the store's p~ofits." I seriously
question this as I had access to a~l
files in the Bookstore when I was
in the process of writing the article.
2.) The Student Handbook ~or

-n

Bse ISNT WANTED

Serving as
a class officer I am· constantly.
being bombarded with comments
both good and bad about this
school's social activities.
Granted, many of these complaints are completely on-target,
but many more are totally unfair.
There is just so much that a
person' can do forhisclassl
To put it bluntly, I am tired of
the immature ignorant rowdies
that are spoiling things for the
other students. "What are you
talking about, Paula?" I'm
talking about the fact that parties
of Bridgewater State College
organizations are no longer
wanted in many area clubs;
about the fact that there's been
destruction this year a t the Vets
Club parties; about the fact that a
window was smashed and a
, screen bent and torn at the Canoe
Club last Month at the Senior
Countdown party 1
I know~ii's a small percentage
that is giving us this bad name,
but I know people turn their
heads. Aren't THESE people just
as guilty? Don't we all have a
responsibility to each other? If
enough people still feel that we
d,on't, just wait. You think there
are few functions now? "You
ain't seen nothin' yetl"
Disgustedly,
Paula Parnagian
Class of 75--President

SJL"

LE.TTERS

The Editorial Board of the
Comment reserves the right to
edit artictes for objectivity as
well as grammar if stories are not
forums or letter to the editor. .
Regular staff members are
required to conform to this policy
and the same applies to writer
who subm t single articles.

Nancy Doherty
Editor-in-Chlef

Sue Lawson
Managing Editor

. Toni Coyne
News Editor

Survival at BSC, printed last fall"
Linda Maloney
Wayne Goudreault
warned students with "A WORD
Business Manager
Feature Editor
OF CAUTION", in bold print,
concerning the Bookstore. The
Dave Trudeau .
Skip Maloney
~HanbbOok advises
to shop
Keith Crochiere
J(evin Hanron
elsewhere if at all possible, as the
. Sports Co-Editors
Culture Co-Editors
Bookstore tends to be a rip-off. I
don't know who was directly
Anne Collins
responsible for this bit of
Jo- Anne Giraldo
Advertising Manager
Office Manager
. propaganda, but Editor- in Chief
Nancy Doherty, of "The. Comment", held the same position in
that printing as she does in this
Mike Vieira
publication.
Consulting Editor
I felt these two unfair
allegations necessary as a
Barbara Tobin
counter balance to the valid
Mary Chris Kenney
Doug MacFarland
Art
complaints pose~ to the Bookstore
Rick Smith
and I challenge the editor's
Photographers
decision in the handling of this
information.
Writing Staff
Production Staff .
Sincerely,
Ron Ferris
Rick Tonner
Amelia Palladino
EDITORS REPLY:
Chuck Nechtem
Claudia Roque
Dick Steadman
'I:he article in question was
Dotty Tisevich
Greg Hall
edited because, by a consensus of
Jane Greeno COMMENCEMENT
Al LaFrance
the Editorial Board, the story was
Cindy Meyer
Jodie Bailey
Dear Fellow Members
the
not the' objective view of the
Paul Cassidy
B111 Swift
Kathy Bennet
Bookstore it purported to be. The
Co lIege Community
Joe SHvi
Pam Lawson
article as submitted was entitled I am pleased to announce that the
Errol Conant
HThe C.ollege \B')okstore - AdHonorable John W. McCormack,
vantages & DISADVANTAGES," former Speaker of the House ·01
YET 6 1/2 PAGES LISTED AND Representatives, will be our
EXPLAINED
THE
PROS Com mencement speaker at the
CONCERNING THE STORE 11: 00 A.M.
Ceremonies on
THE' COM~'AENT is a student supported and operated
WHILE HALF OF ONE PAGE Saturday, May'24, 1975.
weekly newspaper se~ the academic community of
LISTED QUESTION UNANWe are indeed fortunate that
Bridgewater State ,College. Editorial policy is determined
'SWE.RED CONCERNING THE . Speaker McCormack has been
by the Editor-in-Chief in consultation with.the Editorial
CONS.
Board. Re-pubUcation of all material printed herin is
able to accept the College's
forbidden without the expressed written permission of
As to the h'negatien. -tbat- I as invitation to be with us on this
the Edltor-in-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encouraged
editor was trying to slant the
very important occasion.
but are limited to 250 words or less. Letters must be
information presented, the article
Signed but names will be withheld upon request. All'subVery cordially,
was originally comissioned, as
mitted material Is subject to condensation. Advertising
the author may recall, because I
Adrian Rondileau
rates will be abailable Upon request. All correspondence
myself had found certain prices to
President
should be addressed to TtlE COM\1ENT. Bridgewater
be lower in the Bookstore than ... , ................ _.. ,
.', . : •. ~t~~~ ?~ll~~~, .~r:l~g~water, MA 02324; Ext. 260 or 304.
'.
elsewhere n town.
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The Comment
Some sat inside behind the closed
signs waving to the passers-by,
the streets were roped off, red
white and blue -bunting marked
the official's review box,hundreds· of mobile sanitation units
and trash cans were set up, and
at each access to the town, were
barricades and police cars ready
to be set up as soon as all the
parking spaces sithin the town of
Concord were full.

As for the town mee· ting, sure
there was a lot of drinking and
some dope, but most who came
stayed all night through on and off
. showers, listening to speakers
from various organisations, and
folk singers like Pete Seeger or
'(Lawson photo)
Arlo Guthrie.
They stayed on through the
morning waving th~ir signs and
flags which read "Layoff Profits
.~oLPeople!",
"Don't- T~~ag ~I!
continued from p.
Me" or "The Sprit of 76 Lives!".
came early, many to participate.
their historical counterparts had.
On the other side of the Bridge,
in the PBC rally, some to have a
The traditionalists on the east
National Park Rangers, roped off
"good time", some to watch the
side' of the North Bridge and the
areas designated for spectators,
parade, and almost all to see the
so-called "young radical" on the
press and security, a Coast Guard
President. Merchants in '·Conwest.
Patrol cruised up and down the
cord closed their. shops early.
As was expected, the crowds
Concord River. In the morning.

BICENTENNIAL

1

PBe

more reporters, more people, and
more security.. Helicopters circled overhead. The Presidential
Seal was placed on the podium.
William Prescott fought his way
through a crowded North Bridge,
determined to finish his ride.
The ,minutemen fired their
salute, Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts, High Cehool Bands from
as far away as Concord,
California, all lined the stone
wall closest to the road which the
Presidential motorcade would
travel down.
Gerald Ford spoke to a

disenchanted crowd, he talked of
revolution, .
of
people's
unalienable rights, of a mighty
nation which was born 200 years
earlier. But the crowd wasn't
listening. No matter what side of
the bridge they were on.
And the town ofConeord, how
did they survive? Well, the trash
was cleaned up. The President
left, so did the crowds. Things are
pretty much back to normal, and
the town can go back to sleep in
the history it created 200 years
ago.

ABRAHAM

ELECTED
To all students of the clss of '76:
Thank you very much for
taking the time to vote for your
class officers· this past Wednesday. I would especially like to
thank those who. supported me
throughout my campaign. For
those who d.id not vote for me, I
hope I will be able to serve you as
you had hoped your candidate
would have. Hoping for a united
and meaningful senior year.
Sincerely,
Bill Abraham, Newly· elected
President of the Class of 7

continued from p. 1

I had come t9 Concord with the
Americans,
Women's
sincere intention of making the
Liberationists
and
even
nation's leaders aware that many
prisoners were cheered, while
people in this country were
IBM, ITT, etc., were booed.
disgusted with an economic
Richard Chavez, brother of the
system
that
permitted
United Farm Worker spokesman
multinational corporations to
Cesar Chavez, received the
virtually control our political and
biggest ovation of the evening, but
economic lives through their
not for his cause. Instead, his
monopolization of capital. But a
Spanish pronunciation of "Viva la
very different atmosphere
revolution" was truly exciting.
prevailed on the hillside
Dan.llY Schecter of radio
station WBCN contributed to a
overlooking the Old North
Bridge.
. good part of the rhetoric, treating
The "musical and theatrical
the crowd as if it was comprised
entertainment" consisted mainly
of imbeciles. And Stuart Sirocca,
of folksingers like Pete Seeger, . Boston's most inept "weatherman", showed up for reasons 1
Phil Oehs and numerous others
still cannot think of.
who deserve not be named.

The Hold fashioned oratory"

Of course, no report on the PBC

was delivered in screeching tones
by a few PBe women, destroying
the effect of quotes from Thomas
Jeffers·on, . Thomas Paine, John
Hancock and others. At times
their shrieks were so vehement
that the public address system
couldn't handle the combination
of high pitch and volume.
There were no liberty pole
ralsmgs, very little "old
fashioned patriotic music" (and
that was poorly done), no signings
of a "Declaration of Economic
Independence'" and the only
'surprises' , I encountered during
the night wel'c the intermittent

proceedings can be written
without mentioning the crowd, or
can it? Many in the mob arrived
in Concord "stoned", and most
were "stoned" when midnight
arrived. Marijuana, various
other drugs, and all forms of
alcoholic
beverages
were
everywhere, reducing the mental
competency of thousands to that
of a bear in an October apple
orchard.
And the only revolution
anybody was about to make was
that of turning over to go to sleep.
What happened to me? Well, in
an attempt to salvage something
out of the celebration, I acted like
a modern day Benedict Arnold by
cl'ossin~ to the "Establishment"
side·of North Bridge at four a.m.
There I watched an outstanding
parade of fife and drum units as
well as a less-than-outstandiing
speech by President Ford.
When the festivities had ended,
PBe leader Jeremy Rifkin exclaimed, "We did it, goddamnit,
we did it!"
What did you do, Jeremy?

I

showers that eventually drenched everyone.
In short, I was as disappointed

in the PBe as I am in the
economy. For almost five hours,
PBC leaders blurted out verbal
garbage and rhetoric that would
have bored anyone with an IQ
over -1. Furthermore, most of the
verbiage revolved around almost
any issue but the economy. The
Khmer Rouge, Viet Cong,
American
Indians,
black

'the A fro- tim Soc/et&
InO J J.eJ ~ ou.,-JfJ att.e·ttd.
IJ SthL~· fOrma..l 1J,;,ntr D4f1U

.s

St1.~ Ii f)r/ L 'G. J
B- J2 11.. 'EIi.L{ 1''''1 Yh
( rn':A:~/c~, ~.f". ~\4.e.~~t?" ~.J.i.~~r. 1ri.o ~')

Adelicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown French Fries
plus
2frosty pitchers of beer
plus
all the salad you want to make.

Steak, 2 pitchers of beer and more. Now only

$3 5
.9

Sunday through Thursday, with this ad or your college LD.
un

EMERSONS

Cocktails, wine and beer available.
Open for lunch 11:30 'tiI2:30~
Framingham - 1280 Worcester Road (Route 9) - 879-5102
Peabody - Routes 1& 128 N- 535-0570
. Newton - 1114 Beacon Street at 4 ,Comers - 9p 5-3530 .
, Lawrence-75 Winthrop Avenue (Route 114 )":"'687-1 f9i
Randolph-493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128}-986-4466
East Providence -1940 Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 and l-A) -

..
434-6660

"expiration elate 12/75
not good with o(her discounts or promotions"
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Proposal for Athletic
Fee Increase
Ed. Note:
The following are the figures presented to the SGA by the MAA and WRA to justify their proposal for an increase in the Athletic Fee.
If you desire further information on the proposal attend the Open Hearing.
We hope this information will help you to make a sound
judgement when the referendum Is held •

WOlllen

Men

$12~330.00 .

$53,983.00 .
$72,591.00

74-75
75-76
75-76

Varsity Sports allocation
requested
recommendation

$19,488.00
$17,501.00-

$58~894.00

recommendation refers to the proposal by a sub-,""Committe of Athletic Fees committee which closely scrutinized and cut the budgets.

Intramurals,athletic clubs,
.training
requested
recommendation
Wrestling and Soccer
to varsity .status
Part time coaches

74-75

$17,318.00

$18,632.00

75-76

$ 45,134.00
$ 22~581.00

$26,049.00
$21,701.00

75-76

$5,300.00
This figure is fir8t year cost only will be reduced in futul'"e.

$4,500.00

New coaches

$~,300.00

recieved from bookstore profits for part time coaclles
Profl:" from bonk store do not cover all

part time coaches salaries •

. Co-educational clubs and reereation·

$4,000.00

Funds would be allocated to Clubs that would never reach varsity status but are athlet1cly oriented.

15 passenger Vehicles

$14,000.00

two

Vehicles would reduce transport costs by ltP to

50J6.

Present fee is $13.50 per seDlester
Increase would raise to

~20.00 per semester

Proposed Student Referendum Question
to he, held- Wednesday April 30th 9 ..5 across from bookstore

Do you favor an increase of $6.50 per serne"ster in the Athletic fee.
Dyes
·CJ no

OPEN HEARING
on Athletic Fee increase Tuesday 11 am
S.D. Foyer
,
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Open

letters on Athletic Fee

1

>I

1

Last Tuesday night together
with Joan LynchlJIl\'I.ark..K~rhle
a nd Mark Calderone, . we went
before the S.G.A. requesting their
support for an athletic fee increase for men and women of
$(j.50 per semester. After approximately 3 1/2 hours of
discussion packed ; with figures
the SGA voted 14-3-3 in favor of
this increase. This was a major
step foreward in maintaining and
improving; now vities; mow it is
the students' turn to support the
value of athletics.
It seems that ever Since I have
been at B.S.C. people have said
that the mens' teams will never
be winners (the girls h'ave always
been winners). The first season
for this was the lack of male
students at B.S.C. This is no
longer true 'dueflp the following
reasons: 1) the introdiicUion--ofthe mens physical education
major, 2) the second is the increased mele population which
brings in more athletes. It was
then said that BSC didn't have the.
facilities to win hut the state came
through with the new fields. which
are used abnot only for varsity
sports but for recreational purposes. President Rondileou also
supported athletics by allocating
money for a press box at the
football field. Now with this in~
crease you have the chance to
support and benifit from it. 3)
First, as the college itself is' expanding, so must the athletic and
recreational.vrograms that are
available to tH~'8ttldent-body •. 4.).
We have also had an increased
demand on behalf of the general
student body for increased and
more varied activities, particularly on behalf of the commuters who feel, they are not
being afrored theopportunity to
engage in these activities. 5) The
recreational activities requested
are of the outdoor type. They
include: backpacking, canoeing,
horseback riding, deep sea
fishing, skiing and other various
outdoor acitivities which cannot
be found at Bridgewater and
therefore necessit a te an increase
in our budget. 6) Interest has
also been voiced op behalf of the

more
Dear Students of B.s.C.,
I am writing this letter with
regard to the motion presented to
the Student Government Tuesday
night by the WRA and the MAA.
The request was that the SGA
support (pro or'con) the raising of
the Athletic Fee $13 dollars, to.
maintain and expand the present
athletic program.
After an excellent presentation and many hours of
discussion my vote was to abstain. I do believe the athletic
program needs a raise in the fee
thet'efore I could not have voted in
opposition to the motion.
However in clear conscience I
could not have voted in favor of
the motion for various reasons.
(1) 1 am in favor of an increase
but I think thirteen dollars is too
much.
(2) In these troubled economic
times, with a 10% cut in state
schools Hcademically, a 10%
uncmplo}:mcnt in Massachusetts,
the largest in the-cOUntry, and a

Student of B.S.C.,

student body, residentsas-welLas
non-residents, for more coeducational activities. These will
be made possible by the fee increase. 7) In addition to the
above, the present operational
expenses of the existing programs
have and will continue to rise in
the future. Examples of these
increases can be found in . the
following areas, 1. Officials-their
cost has almost doubled in the
past two years. 2. Bus travel has
increrse'd by 80% in the past 2
years. 3. Uniforms have increased. 4. Off campus expense.
8) It is necessary to maintain a
high degree of student interest
and involvement. It is our duty
to ofCe a varied. w..QlI-orga!1ize~
an~weU-equipped program and
thh can only be achieved
through an increase in our
budget. This is your opportunity
to achieve a complete college
education.
I

Sincerely yours,
The Men's Athletic Association
The
Women's
Recreation'
Asssociation

more
freeze on the hiring of new
professors, I could not without
knowing the attitude of the
student body burden them with a
thriteen dollar increase in· the
athletic fee.
I was elected to represent the
students of my class and I now
ask that the students of BSC read
carefully the MAA and WRA's
presentation in the Comment,
attend the open hearings next
Tuesday at eleven, contact
the members of the SGA,
WRA, or MAA for the answers to
any additional questions you
have . . . and then express your
feeling either pro or con by
voting on the Student Referendum next Wednesday across
from the bookstore.
This is an issue that affects
each and everyone of us, so
please express your opinions for
the decision is yours!
'fhank you,
Kim D. Henderson

I

am writing. this letter in
regard to the issue of the Athletic
Fee increase that was presented
to the Student Government on
April 22, and my vote in relation
to that increase.
~p.":~.!: :"".
My vote was NO to the motion
' ....-t~....t<t~ ....
that the S.G.A. endorse a thirteen
.....,~~
d
l 'Increase per annum 10
. the
. · .../~~..'::
0 lar
~t!:AthletiC Fee. My reasons for
doing so were:
a. In reviewing the budgets
presented it was found that
duplications did' exist within the
budgets. Therefore I believe that
the possiblity of there being more
To the Student Body
~
. : ;,'.
problems within thebudget still
~{(t"lt"t!1
exists.
My name is Kevin Austin and.. . '" ;"';f.!:,)...
b. The times being what they are
am a senior representative to the
economically l I ~estion whether
SGA. On Tuesday, April 22, the
we can actually afford to increase
WRA and the MAA came before
and expand programs at such a
the :SGA seeking support of a
cost to studentS.
$13.00 increase in the Athletic
I am not in favor of a thirteen
Fee. The representatives of the
dollar increase, however I do
groups, Jim Dal~y Joan Cnoyer,
believe that an increase is
Mark KRBLE AND Mark
necessary.
This is evidenced by
CLDERONE PRESENTED A
the ten thousand dollar deficit
BUDGET THAT WAS well conwhich now exists in the budget. I
ceived. I feel they also proved
would like to see a comprehensive
that an Athletic Fee increase is
review made in order that a bare
necessary. It is my opinion,
minimum increase' established
however, that a $13.00 increase is
which would maintain our athletic
just too high.
activities, We just cannot afford
Governor - Dukakis
has
expansion.
requested a 10% across the board
cut in educational spending. New
Sincerely,
professors are not being hired and
, temporarily at least retiring
Joel Pointon
professors are not being replaced.
S.G.A. Senator-at-Large
The financial situa tion of
Massachusetts and her residents
is among the worst in the country:
are not being replaced, there are
To The Student Body,
Cut backs in all areas of soCia]
not
going to be any new academic
My vote on· the issue of the
services are bing instituted, The'
or
ther
buildings,' nothing new
At.hletic Fee· increase of thirteen
increase in the Athletic fee of
at B.S.C.
academically
dollars was an absentation. At
$13.00 represents an action
I
feel
that
B.S.C.'s
main conthis time, I wou~d like to explain
contrary to the austerity
cern should be academics and
the reasons behind my vote.
'programs of the state.
that we should not be thinking of
M.A.A. and W.R.A presented to
I personally feel that the
adding new teams or subS.G.A. a well organized but not a
Athletic program at Bridgewater
stantially improving the present
well defined budget. Every item
should remain at its present level.
ones.
Bridgewater has some very
and every team submitted a
The Bridgewater teams are
as evidenced by this
good
teams
budget they thought they could
iproving themselves to be worth
year's
team
records and
work under. However, at the
the financial support necessary to
therefore
I
do
favor
a smaller
S.G.A. meeting, Senators found
maintain them. The addition of
athletic
fee
increase
to
take into
duplications in the budget request
wrestling and soccer to varsity
of
living
and
supply
account
cost
after only an hour of looking over
status teams represents an adof the
cost
increases
plus
a
few
the budget. The W.R.A. and the .
vacement in the Athletic program
benefits
stated
in
the
budget
M.A.A. representatives admitted
however. When academics are
submitted to us, I believed we
the honest mistake I but then
being asked to cut back I can't
can not afford the thirteen dollar
proceeded to find some area to
justify an expansion. in the
increase yet I would like to see the
make up for the extra monies.
athletic program.
teams remain ",at their present
Instead .of being sensitive to the
I abstained Tuesday night
states-~regression
is not good for
students' limited budgets t they
explaining that a yes vote for me
For this
Bridgewater
.
either.
seemed set on a forty dollar fee by
would represent support of the
reason,
on
Tuesday,
Carol
always finding an alternative
$13.00increase. A no vote would
I
prepared
an
eight
Sheehan
and
avenue of spending the money. At
show lack of support for the
dollar
increase
in
the
Athletic
one point during the evening, it
also,
increase of $13.00 end
Fee. However, this was voted
was stated they wanted the full
it may be understood as lack of
down.
thirteen dollar increase or
SUppOl't for an increase at all. I
Next Wednesday, there will be
nothing! They weren't willing to
could not vote for a $13.00ncrease
a student referendum on the issue
compromise.
but did not wavJ; to hamper a fair
of the increase,
Make your
At the S.G.A. meeting, Keyin
increa-se in the fee by voting NO.
to
me;
whether
you
wishes
known
Austin made some very good
As students you will have to
favor
the
thirteen
dollar
increase,
points on the financial situation in
decide how you feel in the
no increase at all, or somehow on
Massachusetts and particularly
referendum being held on Wed.
the
referndum indicate to me that
concerning B.S.C. He stated that
the 29. Please read the inyou
favor a compromise increase
Massachusetts _has the highest
fonnation that is being presented
to
keep
the teams at status quo.
unemployment rate in the nation
by the M.A.A. and W.R.A.
Thank you for your time,
(9%) also Govern,9r Dukasis is
BEFOHE
MAKING
A
please vote on the referendum
cutting welfare benefits and
I>ECISION.
and I will vote according to the
academic allocations.
This
wishes of the student body.
means at B.S.C that some
professors are not being rehired
Thank You
Gary Lincoln
for
next year, retit'ing professors
Kevi t1 P Austin
Senator-at-Large
1
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HERMAN RICHTER:
A MAN OF PEACE
By Micheal John Maguire

Lyndon Johnson for
the Herman (and Mrs. Richter,
Presidency. A group .of us, in- whose own nctme I forget) were
volved in running the then-new representatives of a strain of
coffehouse and several other people who I knew (theoretically)
organizations, were looking for existed, but of whom I had no
By Robert J. Dawson
something to do against the war, experience.: a couple of genuine,
anef nad' run a few quiet events; living-and-breathing, indigenous
but we were at sea, stillrandom in Yankee radicals . . .They were
The rules of logic and set theory have been the backbone of Western
philosophy and thought ever since the days of Aristotle. Indeed, there is ' I received a' phone ~all fron'l"?a our work. One evening. a shaky, both so alive! Even now, when I
something about logic which is central to the human mind. Without it, the friend in the Bridgewater area, elderly, man, definitvely a think back on Herman and Mrs.
mind is overcome by conflicts and anxiety, and is unable to function ef- telling me that Herman Richter's Bridgewater 'townie' appeared at Richter ~ who dIed several years
fectively. Psychologists often speak o~the lengths to which people will go frail,iron constitution had finally the darkened door of the coffee ago,leaving one of those rare
to resolve "cognizant dissonance." Defense mechanisms in this area failed, and that he had died. In a house, asking me if he could· talk empty spaces in Herman's utinclude compartmentalization, repression, suppression, fantasy, sense, an age passed at that to the kids there that :hlght: I.was terly-full life), they seem more
SUSpICiOUS:
"About what?"
!alive to me than people I see
rationalization, arbitrary rightness, and faulty use of symbols in the moment.
thought process.
"well ... " he said, standing kind every day. We all fellw lov.e wj~h
Since the Renaissance, science has comfortably worked along the lines Herman Richter wrote no books, of side-ways, looking at me with . them, as soon as we saw how
of inductive and dEductive logic, although the humanities have regret- . made few speeches (all his better eye (he had increasing wholly authentic they were, and
tably not been subjected to this discipline except, perhaps, in the case of memorable ones), never held a troubles with cataracts over the that love grew as we learned
the field at Philosophy. But today even scientists are asking the radical political office that I know of, and years), and told me that· he was more about them.
question as to whether logic can stand up in the 'field of phySics, for certainly lacked the modern chairman of the local McCarthy
example. The laws of cause and effect in a closed system are coming requirement for political success committee, and wanted to invite They became minor cult heroes to
poeople
to
an a small generation of us in
under attack. In a sense, this is a good thing. The universe is not a closed . which we call charisma. And yet, college
Bridgewater, although I don't
in
the
older,
more
accurate
sense
organizational
meeting.
He
system of cause and effect. On the other hadn, the questions of the
modern scientists bespeak a grave uncertainty as to what the actual of the word, he was the most spoke, shakily, while a sIightly-. think they ever suspected it. One
nature of reality really is. Some are going to the extreme of asking charismatic of men: infused with. stunned audience of proto-hippies story had Herman as a concientious objector during the
whether we actually exist. Descarte's comforting maxim that cogito, a sense of the right and the just, t~ied to figure out his angle.
First World War; well, pos~ibly,
ergo sum, seems to have been forgotten, as elementary and obvious as it didicating his life t'o a peace
actually is ..
which he knew to transcend the Idon't know quite what it was that although he would have been' just
Immanuel Kant was the last Western philosopher to try to close the limits of even his long life. For Dave Durgin and Dave Cappella barely old enough ... Another had
epistemological circle with the use of logic. He failed, and resorted to the those to whom the political and and Mike Perchard and myself them with four sons, three who
defense of fantasy to solve his dilemma. Hegel dealt a death blow to logic human ideals of peace and justice expected when we went to Her- had been CO's themselves during
with his special system of thesis and antithesis being integrated to from a were the vehicles of our growing- man's home the following Suntiay the Second World War, and one a
synthesis. Things have never been the same since. Any sane person up, for those who were touched by afternoon; but whatever it was, it decora ted Marine hero--- all
knows that if something is true, then its opposite must be false. The him and his dedication to the certainly wasn't what we found .. equally honored and IQVed in their
modern world seems to have forgotten this,.however, and retreated into cause of peace, he was a truly Herman Richter, who was ahout a home. Perhaps the most poignant
a shell of intellectual schizophrenia.
great man.
vigorous 74, then, was the was around a bitter tragedy:
As a psychological aside, it might be added that in every case of
U1timate McCarthy Kid---full of when, in a·. huge surprise tossed .
schizophrenia, as a clinical entity, healthy logic has been replaced by a To the best of my knowledge, he shining idealism for the irito .a speech aIle night, Lyndon
special10gic of faulty association and identification. It is also noted that lived in Bridgewater all of his life, possiblities of reform through the Johnson announced in April or
schizophrenics experience a disconcerting depersonalization, in which at a graceful and comfortable electoral process, certain that his May. ilia t he was leaving the
thought and feeling are dissociated. Regrettably, this psychological home at 33 Clarence Avenue, a Clean White Knight' would be Presidency, the men's dorm
victorious (simply because he (later, Scott Hall).. was almost
configuration has been taken as the intellectual norm in the modern few blocks from the campus.
world, particqlarly in the field of religion, where faith and reason are And, yet, in the prejudice of' was morally. right, of all the torn apart in the. celebration. We
divorced from one another. Intellectual belief and piuos sentiment and youth, I remember, when first ridiculous criterion to bring to tried to call the Richter's, but got
feeling no longer go together, and faith is often based on emotional needs meeting him, how utterly distant bear on a political consideration), busy signals; later, when we
and wishful thinking. Faith, then, becomes lIa leap in the dar," to use the from the campu he seemed to be; generally pleased at the asked Herman what had been
grassroots political participation going on, he only blushed . . .r: f
words of Kierkegaard. "I believe because it is absurd" becomes the A shallow perception. . . . . .
illogical maxim.
that the campaign signified, and these stories aren't true, they
But God is not absurd, and neither is Faith. God is wholly logical and It was in December of 1967, just wildly, almost sappily,y~ en- should be, and could be ...
is consistent with His own nature. The hauman mind, however, is li~ited after Eugene McCarthy had thusiastic about what was hapand cannot grasp the depth of the meaning of eternity and time, as the declared tha t he would challenge pening...
Herman Richter was a kind of
~~~~d~fu~~oo~~cl~WM~~~~_~oo_t_~________~___~~~_~~~___~
walking;.and-talking justification
reality; indeed, it is absolutely necessary if we are to maintain a health ....
of the work of the' ·New Left
mind-set.
historians of the last ten years:, .
I am not proposing a new Thomistic system, however. Aquinas sa,
looking for an indigenous,
the limitations of his system when he saw the vision while he was sayini
inherent strain of radical thought
Mass. He came down from the altar steps, said 'all I have written i'
and action in the flow of American
straw," and quit writing the Summa Theologica. Part of his prolben
history. Herman Richter was
may have been the separation between Nature and Grace which he made
never a Wobbly, that I know of;
This separtion has regrettably carried over into modern thought, wher.
but that was almost certainly the
Theology and the scientific method have come divorced.
only grassroots political activity
In rea~ity, ,the whole of reality is a unity, and can be logically un
on the left since 1920 tha t Herman
derstood, when the Risen Christ is at the center of it. He is the universa
Richter was not involved in. When
reference point to give every particular its meaning. Absurdit~
Robert LaFollette. ran for
dissipates itself, and reality becomes charged with meaning.
Presi~ent in 1924, When the
Townshend Plan and other
schemes for economic democracy
floated through the 1930's, when a'
younger and better Hubert
Humphrey called on the
Democrats to reject racism in
1948, when Henry Wallace ran for
President as a peace' candIdate
the same year . . . in all these
places, where justice aQ.d equality .
were at issue, Herman Richter
was there, ..
and
He was a great good man, a man
'~ould be remembered for'
~.--..~~~~~
whafhewas: amanofpeace ....
Note:
Maguire is a 1969
Bridgewater graduate, and a
former Editor-in :-Chief
of the Comment. This spring, he
will be graduated from Andover
Newton Theological School, and
ordained to t~e ministry.

LOGIC' AND THE LOGOS.

CLASS· RING ORDERS
will he taken next
Tuesday & Wednesday
April 29 & 30th
10-3
across from the Bookstore

high school
trade-ins

accepted

or $15.00

O'BRIEN &
JOHNSON Co.

miSter
Dorw.:t,®·

OPEN 24 HOURS

deposit

.........

:"hotography Oub of BSC

A . WIll spon~o~ a
,

color developing and
PrIntIng demonstration

11
,

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~l~~~:~~~~~~~::~;:;:;:~~:~::_ .. _~l

April 24, 1975
Ine cost for tlW worksbof/s (for•.
the use of the pool) is $3.00. It is
due at the first session, April ~O,
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fashion show

1975.

for sale
Audio Components, Televisions,'
20-50% off - car stereo's tweeters,

woofers, crossovers - Call non fair
traded R.I. Psi Electronics (401)
423-0326.

for. rent
Cottage for rent. Available June
and July, 20 miles from Augusta,
Maine. Use of rowboat and canoe.
$100 a week, sleeps 8. Contact:
Al Giannelli, 947-6715.

personals
Robin V.-Heard you
wanted ~o go to the "peeps" in
NYW York but didnt get the
chance to go. Maybe next time.
.. The Star"
HEY, YOU SHITHEADS!
Quit shitting on me!
To Debbie N. rm. 420 Great
Hill( OR is it I'm. 527 nl1rein?)

announce that a scholarship in the
amount of $100 will be awarded to
an underclass woman student
who is currently planning a
career in education. Applicants
should show potential for
distinctive service in the field of
education as well as earnestness
of purpose and loyalty to
responsibility.
Applications may be obtained
from Dr. Catherine Comeau, Mrs.
Martha Jones, Dr. Isabelle King
ro Dr. Margery Kranyik. All
applications must be filed by
Wednesday, April 30, 1975.
The Ellen M. Shea Scholarship
Committee is pleased to announce
that the First Annual Ellen M.
SheaScholarship in the amount of
$100 will be awarded at Commencement Exercises in honor of
Dr. Ellen M. Shea, Dean Emerita.
Members of the Class of 1975 who
are planning to pursue graduate
study in Counseling, Guidance, or
Student Personnel fields are invited to make application. Application forms may be obtained
from any member of the Divisit?n
of Student Services and should be
completed on or before May 9,
1975.

Hows your turtle? The Star"
I would like to thank very much

the person who found my wallet
the week right before spring
vacation and turned it in to the
Student Lost & Found desk. It's
really nice to know there are
some honest kids here at
Bridgewater. I really appreciate
it - and thank you again very
much. Judie Bergeron

scholarships
Kappa Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma, an international society
of woman educators, is pleased to

reward

jobs
OPPORTUNITY sparetime, earn
up to $100 weekly in your home
addressing circulars.t. Li~tQf..
firms with offers sent for just
$2.00! Guaranteed! WG Smith
Enterprises, Box 561-C14, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088.
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HELP W1\ l'.JTli~n
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$100 reward for information
leading to the arrest of person or
persons who stole a 1974 750/4
HONDA from the rear of Boyden
Hall on Wed. 4/16/75 at about 9:30
a.m.

CLASSIF'IED
ADVERTISING
F{)RM
,·'nn

Want new spring ·clothes, but
Hegister by completing the
have little cash? Why not stop
form below.
into the Spring Fashi~n' Show;
CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE
sponsored by the Student Union
OPTION YOU WISH TO ATProgram Committee. It will be
TEND.
held Tl]ursday, May 1st, from 11-1
Option I: 4/20, 4/26. 5/3, 5/11
in the Student Union Foyer
Option II: 4/20, 4/27, 5/4, 5/11
located on the ground floor.
Return form to:
Various sewing techniques will be
program committee American National Red Cross
discussed, as well as fabrics and
Old Colony Chapter
&
the in and outs to creating an
180 Belmont St.
outfit just for you. So if you have
board of governors
Brockton, Ma. 02403
an extra hour or even a minute
a ppli cations
Please Print
why not 'walk by... maybe you
Name:
can
have those spripg clothes
Are you interested in. music .." Phone:
you see how easy sewing
when
rock, folk, classical, jazz? Do you Address:
can
be.
See you there! !
enjoy movies?"? How about sports City
- tournaments, speakers from pro Zip:
teams? Does traveling interest
poetry reading
you:? These are just a few of the
tb testing
~ctivities planned by the Student
Dr. Karin Dubin, Professor of
Union Program Committee.
Speech and Theatre, at
Learn how many of these
A TB testing clinic will be held Bridgewater State College, will
programs materialize from an
May 2,1975 from 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 present a "Sermon in Poetry" at
idea to a reality and hte in betnoon and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in the Sunday service of the First
ween stages of advertisement,
the College Health Service (Pope Parish Chur.(!bof Bridgewater.
public relations, ticketing,
Hall, ground floor). The tests will School St., at 10:30 A.M. Sunday,
budgeting, agents and more. The be read on May the 5th during the April 27.
Program Committee isa valuable same hours.
The state law
Dr. Dubin will read a number
learning experience! If you are maintains that aevery member of of original poems, written by
interested in any of these areas,
the college or school community herself. Her readings will be
have the spare time and are
must submit proof of freedom entitled: "Life. is a Circus., and
' ..
willing to work to bring activities from tuberculosis in the com- Other Poems."
t.o the students at Br.idgewatet,. municable form prior to emDr. Dubin has had 50 articles
you should apply for the Program
ployment· and every three years . and short stories published, as
Committee.
there after.
~> ,. well as the novel, Connie, which
Application forms are now
School systems in the area are was published by Julian Messner
available beginning April 21, 1975,
enforcing stricter codes stich as a Publishing House. She took her
for the Board of Governors and
yearly test. The test on May 2 will M.A. degree from Chicago
Program Committee for next
cover new employment for Theological Seminary, ahd Ph.D.
year. All applications must be
seniors and all students who may from Columbia University. She
returned to the director's office no
need a· renewal for any contact orignally comes from Iowa.
later than May 5, 1975.
with a primary or secondary
She has been a frequent atQuaker and
school system, as well as the tendant at
water safety
college faculty and staff.
Unitarian services in various
na rts of t.he country.
'..-....~.~.~~~~
Basic Water Safety, Basic
.
The Church of Conservation
Rescue and Water Safety, and
,
Invites You To Be An
,
Advanced Lifesaving are the
ORDAINED
MINISTER
three courses that make up the
j
And Acquire The Rank Of
new American Red Cross
"
DOCTOR
OF NATUREPEDICS
,
Lifesaving Programs.
Our
fast
growing
church
is
actively
seeking
.
.
All Water Safety Instructors
j
enviornment-concious
new
ministers
who·
bemust retrain prior to December
, lieve what we .believe: l\tf'an should exist in.
31, 1976.
Of course , early
harmony with nature. We are 'a non-structured
,
retraining will be to your ad.no
traditional
doc-'
faith,
undenominational,
with
vantage.
j
trine or dogma. Benefits for ministers are:
Water Safety Instructor
,
1.
Car
Emblem
and
Pocket
LD.
,
Retraining workshops will be
,'
2. Reduced rates from many hotels, motels,
approximately 12 hours in len'gfh,
restaurants, car rental agencies, etc.
with about half the time spent/in
,
Our directory lists over 1,000 prestige
the water. YOU MUST ATTEND
,
establishments extending an automatic
THE ENTIRE. WORKSHOP TO
cash discount.
BE REAUTHORIZED.
j 3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals
This retraining session is for
,
,
and all other ministerial functions.
currently authorized Water
4.
Start
your
own
church
and
apply
for
exSafety Instructors only .
,
emption from property and other taxes.
The new books needed are:
Enclose
a free-will donation for the minister's ere.' ,
Bask Hescue and Water Safety
,
dentials
and
pocket license. Your ordination is reText - $ .50, Lifesaving, Rescue
,
in
a1150
states
and
most
foreign
countrieS::t.
cognized
and Water Safety - $2.25,
Church of Conservation, Box 375, Mary Esther,Flo7'ida
Lifesaving, Rescue and Water
, 32569.
Sufety Instructor Manual - $ .50.
Obtain and review these books
prior to the Retraining session.
Books may be purchased at the
Chatter House, 180 Belmont St.,
Brockton.
The workshops will consist 'Of
four sessions held from 6:30-09:30
p.m. Everyone must attend the 2
classroom sessions to be held at
Bridgewater State College on
April 20 and May 11, Maxwell
Library lecture hall.
There are 2 options for the pool
sessions.
Option I: Saturday, April 26 .
and' Saturday, May 3, at the
Mayflower-Burkland School Pool,
Middleboro; Ma.
Option II: Sunday, April 27,
and Sunday May 4, at
Bridgewater State College Pool,
Bridgewater, Ma.
You must choose either Option 1·
or,OptionH for .tb~:pooL ~ork. .

I\rl to r(ltld ns follows:

..-. ..-. .-..

FLYING. PIZZA

, Telephone

f'lnssifi('os nrf' fre(' for nll RS.C. ~tllo(>nts
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~all1f'
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Gregory

Vercollone
Jack Verc~lone is a 25 year old
This
super-star trom Milton.
junior stands 5'9" weighing 130
pounds, His events are the 880
and tM mile. He has spent the
last twelve years running track
for Milton, Northeastern, Greater
Boston Track Club, and three
years at B.S.C. He has held such
titles as New England A.A.U. 1000
yard Champion in 1974; Sta~e
Champ in the 880 in 1967; and has
qualified individually for the
Nationals during his 1974 CrossCountry seaseon.

star in distance events

Brian O'Reilly is a 21 year old
senior from New Bedford. He
stands 6'2" and weighs 215 pounds
in his bare feet. His specialties
are the Triple Jump, and the 100
yard dashes. He has participated
in track for ten years total having
completed 4 years at B.S.C., 4
years at Bishop Stang High, and 2
years while in Junior High, He
was Captain of the 1972 B.S.C,
Cross-Country Team. And now
holds the title of Co-Captain of the
1975 B.S.C. Track Team.

Bears·
run to first
honte track
•

WIn

"Who's "Who

Bridgewater State's track
team, led by Peter Gregory and
Jack Vercollone, overpowered
Bryant College last week by a
Gregory
score of 89 to 63.
collected firsts in the mile, 880,.
and three mile. Vercollone won
the long jump, and the 440 intermediate hurdles, and was
,second in the mile and in the 880.
The win was the first for B~C
on their new track and was
especially satisfying because
there was a lot of fan support,
definitely helping BSC to some
super efforts. In the high jump
Gary Fiset went to 6-2, Chuck
Stephen Karl' is a veteran of
Nechtem won the 100 yard dash
fouryearsatB.S.C. He is 21 years
and then came back in the 220 to
old and weighs 145 pounds with a
tie for first place, and for the first
height of 5'7". He runs the three
time this season the Bears showed
mile track event. He has parsome depth taking 1-2 in the pole
ticipated in Track tfor seven
vault (Stahley and Karr), 1-2 in
years with previous experience of
the mile (Gregory and Verthree years at Acton-Boxboro
(!ollone), 1-2 in the 880 (Gregory
P.egional High School Track
and Vercollone), 1-2-3 in the
Team. He was last fall's Cojavelin (Benbenek, Bohaman,
captain of the cross-country team
and Lucas), and both relays.
The Bears trailed early, down
18 to 16 after four field events, but
then went on to win 10 of the
m~~~mEiItDDwgg[QgmuDJl.QiJI.Qj~· remaining 14 events to pull away

In Track

Gerald Wile who hails from
B.olton is .a lead runner for the
B.S.C. Track team. He is a 21
year old senior , weighing 145
pounds and stands 5'9", He has
run track for his last threEtyears
after playing four years for his
high school. He was his.. high'
school track captain, and 1s the
'74-'75 track co-captain at B.S.C.
He believes that" this looks like a
good year for the team.

BSC
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By Joe Silvi
The Bridgewater baseball
team split a pair of doubleheaders
this past holiday weekend to bring
their record to 7-6 overall. Last
Saturday through a steady rain up
in Framingham the Bears lost the
first of two 11-10 and came back in
the second game winning 9-3. At
the noon starting time with the
sun peeking through the clouds
the day looked as though it would
be a Ted Williams hitting seminar
wilh each of the Bears as the
hitting instructors.
Mark
Calm'one led off the game by
whacking u triple to 1,eft-center
and before Cal could catch his
breath John Hltb .singled him in
for a quick Bridgewater lead. Six
hils and two walks later the Bears
led by a whopping 9-0 count and if
this was a usual day that would
ha,'e been the ballgame. The
Rams of Framingham came back
with 5 runs of their own in their
half of the first. Things then
settled down as the teams just
exchanged a marker each to
make it a 10-6 Bridgewater lead
going into the last of the seventh.
With the rain now corning down at
a good clip the Rams came away
with 5 runs to make that final of
11-10 a dramatic (for them)
victory; for the Bears it was
another one-run loss. Instead of
dying, however, ,tn, Bears started
off game 1/2 with 7 runs in their
half of the first. Lee Phillips' tworun double and Fran (Gramps)

54 to 27.

Saturday, April 26, the Bears
take on Salem State in a 2-P.M.
home meet. The whole team is
confident of a victory and would.
like nothing better than to get that
win in front of a crowd. BSC has a
couple of very impressive things
going for it. Our runners h~ve
never lost· in the mile despite
some very tough' competition
from schools like SMU and
Plymouth State. Only once has
BSC been beaten in the half mile
and that was indoors at Plymouth
State.
Individually, as the season'
winds down, Jack Vercollone is
getting closer to qualifying for the
NCAA track nationals in Ohio.
"VercH is 3/10 of a second away
from qualifying in the 880, and 3.3
seconds short in the mile. In the
three mile Gregory, McGcabe,
and Newkirk are waging a little
personal contest which has
brought BSCvery close to a sub'"
15:00 three mile.
Come to the track' and, have
apicnic this Saturday, BriQg your
own ~"whatever, and the track
team will supply the thr~lls and

from Bryant College. In the excitement. I(a11 gets underway
running events it was no contest at the track af 2 PM.
as Bridgewater outscored Bryant

Coyle's two-run triple were the . allowed only 2 runs in his last 16
big blows of the inning. But. the innings~., The Bears stole 16
events of the first game remained bases in the doublebeader in
history as Mike Diodati mowed Framingham. After the Bears
down the Rams 1-2-3 in the last of had 28 hits in the twin-bill in
the first. Framingham did come Framingham they could only
up with 3 runs in the last of the muster 6 hits in the doubleheader
second inning with the help of 4 against Lowell... The next home
walks and 1 hit. The Bears came games will be next Wednesday
up with 2 more runs in the sixth against Worcester State.
and won going away.
Brian
Melanson in relief of Diodati
picked up the win.
On Patriot's Day the Bears
split with Lowell State losing the
opener 3-2 andI¥Jueaking through
the nightcap on the beUer side of a
2-1 score. A gusty cold wind blew
straight in from center field
making the scores somewhat as
they are but good pitching on both
sides also contributed to the lack
of offense. Dave Moretto started
for the Bears and pitched weli
enough to win most games as he
went 5 1/3 innings giving up 2
earned runs on 3 hits. In game 2 it·
was the arm of Fran Dwyer and
the bat of his batterymate Chief
Owen that pulled the Bears
through. Dwyer K'd 12 and looked
in command most of the way. The
Chief drove in the winning run
with a single to right chasing Art
Morgan, who had doubled, across
the plate with the winning run,.
BATTING AROUND--John
Rull has been the batting star of
the past 2 weeks as the junior
rightfielder has a 7-game hitting
streak while batting at a .522 clip
(12 for 23), .. Fran Dwyer has
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